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Creativity Development Program at the University of Aizu 2018

This is my first time that I went to Japan.Start at August, 20 2018, when I arrived at Aizu-Wakamatsu, I was warmly
welcomed by Tatsuki Kawaguchi Sensei.Then Tatsuki Kawaguchi Sensei Take me to the Fuji Grand Hotel where
near Aizu-Wakamatsu Station, and he briefly the schedule, restaurant and convenient store.

- August, 21 2018, In the morning I had breakfast which is Western style and I went to the University of Aizu by
walk. It was far from the Hotel about 3 km. About 9.00 AM, start Creativity Program which is first course. I
learned about how to crate something, process to create, and thinking. I did the activities with. Japanese and
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Thai friend a lot. Moreover I did the group work which had 3 Japanese and 1 Thai. In the evening I went to
hotel by bus. After that I had dinner at restaurant

near hotel.

- August, 22 2018, In the morning I had breakfast which is Japanese style, it is delicious. Then I went to AizuYanaizu for doing field-work. I learn about survey and how to get the information to do in project. In the
afternoon I had to do field work for get the information. After that I and my friend brand storm in a group and
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present. The project is about “Increase people in Aizu-Yanaizu”. In the evening I had dinner with teacher and

my friends.

- August, 23 2018, In the morning I went to morning market and
then all of student and teacher ate breakfast together. Then I and
my friend brand storm in a group for doing the project after that
present draft of project. In the evening I had dinner with teacher
and my friends
again.
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- August, 24 2018, In the morning all of student and teacher had breakfast together again. Then work in a group
again for preparing the final presentation. We build the model for presenting.It was last day of first course. I
had to present project to people in Aizu-Yanaizu and got feedback
that
can
do or
not.

- August, 25 2018, In the morning I met host family. They take me to their home and

it is

beautiful.

warmly take care me. Then they take me to eat Sushi, it is so delicious. Then I went to
Tsuruga-jo Castle after that I went to home and ate dinner. Then I watched the Japanese
show,
so
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- August, 26 2018, In the morning I had breakfast which my host family cook. Then my host family took me to
Ouchi Juku which is an old town. It is quite hot. It has a lot of shops. I had lunch. Then I go back to house’s
host family. In the evening I had
dinner which host family had

cook. It is so delicious.

- August, 27 2018, In the morning after had breakfast which is Japanese style. I went to the University of Aizu
again. 9.30 A.M. start second course to learn about software development. After that install program for
develop web application. After finished study I went to Fuji Grand Hotel again and had dinner at restaurant
near hotel.

- August, 28 2018, In the morning after had breakfast at hotel after that I went to university by bus. Study again
and begin second project. This project about create web application for increasing people in Aizu-Yanaizu.
Then we brand storm in a group and present our concept. After that I went to hotel by walk because after 6
P.M. the bus is out of service.
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- August, 29 2018, In the morning I had breakfast which is Western style in hotel. Then I went to university by
bus again, brand storm again and present project progress.Then I and my Thai friends had dinner together at

restaurant near hotel. After that I went to hotel by walk.

- August, 30 2018, This was the last day of second course. I had to present project to teacher and got feedback
to improve. In the morning I had breakfast which is Japanese style in hotel. After that I went to university by
bus again. I and my friends brand storm again. Then I had lunch in canteen. After that I present final project.
After that I and my Thai friends walk around Aizu-Wakamatsu and we had dinner together at restaurant near
hotel.
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- August, 31 2018, This was the last day in Aizu-Wakamatsu. I had to go Tokyo. In the morning, I had breakfast
which is Japanese style in hotel. Then I went to Tokyo by bus which is booked by teacher. After that I and my
Thai friends travel in Tokyo until September, 2 2018.

F.Y.I.
I will talk about the hotel I think it was good for me even though it is small. Stay one people per room. The
hotel was reserved by teacher. Hotel fee is include in scholarship. I had no need to pay more.

This is the first time that I went to Japan. I got a lot of good experience that I never forget and got friendship
from Japanese and Thai who difference the university. Finally I want to say Thank you to everyone that support
me since begin this program.

